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Learn to combine a rainbow of bright, saturated colors with crisp black-and-white prints to make
amazing quilts. Choose from modern, graphic patterns as well as traditional designs updated by
the use of a bold palette. You'll love the high contrast and fun pops of color in these sparkling
designs!Confidently create with black and white using Jackie's tips for scale of print and how
black prints affect surrounding colors differently than white prints13 projects from table runners
to bed-sized quilts--plus alternate colorways--provide lots of optionsPiece quilts using various
techniques, from easy four patches to paper piecing, curves, and partial seams

About the AuthorJackie Kunkelof Canton, Connecticut, is a Judy Niemeyer Certified Instructor
who travels teaching and lecturing. Visit Jackie at CVQuiltWorks.com.
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DHW698, “Perfect for the quilter that loves bright colors as well as black & white prints. There
are so many nice projects in this book that I can't wait to start making them. Buy it...You'll love it
as well.”

Cathy, “great book using color with black and white quilt fabrics.. A stunning inspiration for
quilting, with great instructions, using black and white fabrics along with bright and beautiful
prints. enjoy! order arrived promptly and package well.”

Diane M, “Jackie Kunkel Quilting. I purchased this book to complete a class I'd taken at Vermont
Quilt Fest. Jackie is a wonderful teacher and designer and this book makes it so easy to follow.”

Sarah S, “Great illustrations and ideas. Inspiring, would try most all patterns, one looked overly
complicated with paper piecing (could modify with 1/2 sq triangles and a bit more
sewing).Excellent condition, shipped promptly, can't ask for anything more than that!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Happy quilting with colors that pop.. This book is well written. The
author's voice is friendly and personable. Her color ideas for her quilts are simply explained.
Each quilt has straightforward instructions,supply lists, and fabric requirements. Two options are
shown for each quilt, and sometimes another is described in the text.”

annette H. Shook, “what I can see I really love but I need to seen my kindle back and .... what I
can see I really love but I need to seen my kindle back and get another one that will work better
for me and my eyes”

Helen, “Easy to understand instructions.. Enjoyed book, look forward to making some of the
quilts.”

Ebook Library Reader, “This is a great book with lots of new ideas. This is a great book with lots
of new ideas! I can't wait to get into it and try some of the patterns. It came in record time and is
in perfect condition.”

Kirsten Grymer, “Five Stars. A wonderful booket.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. quick delivery, as described, thanks.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 84 people have provided feedback.
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